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1 Non-perturbative solutions in the
electro-weak theory with t¯t condensate and
the t-quark mass
Boris A. Arbuzov∗and Ivan V. Zaitsev
Skobeltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physics of MSU,
119991 Moscow, Russia
We apply Bogoliubov compensation principle to the gauge electro-weak in-
teraction to demonstrate a spontaneous generation of anomalous three-boson
gauge invariant effective interaction. The non-trivial solution of compensa-
tion equations uniquely defines the form-factor of the anomalous interaction
and parameters of the theory including value of gauge electro-weak coupling
g(M2W ) ≃ 0.62 in satisfactory agreement to the experimental value. A possi-
bility of spontaneous generation of effective four-fermion interaction of heavy
quarks is also demonstrated. This interaction defines an equation for a scalar
bound state of heavy quarks which serve as a substitute for the elementary
scalar Higgs doublet. As a result we calculate the t-quark massmt = 177GeV
in satisfactory agreement with the experimental value. The results strongly
support idea of t¯ t condensate as a source of the electro-weak symmetry break-
ing.
1 Introduction
In previous works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] N.N. Bogoliubov compensation principle [7, 8, 9] was
applied to studies of spontaneous generation of effective non-local interactions in renormal-
izable gauge theories. Spontaneous generation of Nambu – Jona-Lasinio like interaction
was studied in works [2, 3, 5] and the description of low-energy hadron physics in terms
of initial QCD parameters turns to be quite successful including values of parameters:
mpi, fpi, mσ, Γσ, < q¯q >,Mρ,Γρ,Ma1 ,Γa1 .
∗E-mail: arbuzov@theory.sinp.msu.ru
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In work [6] the approach was applied to the electro-weak interaction and a possibility
of spontaneous generation of anomalous three-boson interaction of the form
− G
3!
· ǫabcW aµν W bνρW cρµ ; (1)
was studied. In the present work we continue investigation of the electro-weak theory
using other approximation scheme, which will be formulated in what follows.
The main principle of the approach is to check if an effective interaction could be
generated in a chosen variant of a renormalizable theory. In view of this one performs
”add and subtract” procedure for the effective interaction with a form-factor. Then one
assumes the presence of the effective interaction in the interaction Lagrangian and the
same term with the opposite sign is assigned to the newly defined free Lagrangian. This
transformation of the initial Lagrangian is evidently identical. However such free La-
grangian contains completely improper term, corresponding to the effective interaction of
the opposite sign. Then one has to formulate a compensation equation, which guarantees
that this new free Lagrangian is a genuine free one, that is effects of the uncommon term
sum up to zero. Provided a non-trivial solution of this equation exists, one can state the
generation of the effective interaction to be possible. Now we apply this procedure to our
problem.
In the present work we start with studying of possibility of generation of interaction (1).
2 Compensation equation for anomalous three-boson
interaction
We start with EW Lagrangian with 3 lepton ψk and colour quark qk doublets with gauge
group SU(2). That is we restrict the gauge sector to triplet ofW aµ only. Thus we consider
U(1) abelian gauge field B to be decoupled, that means approximation sin2 θW ≪ 1.
L =
3∑
k=1
( ı
2
(
ψ¯kγµ∂µψk − ∂µψ¯kγµψk
)
+
g
2
ψ¯kγµτ
aW aµψk
)
+ (2)
+
3∑
k=1
( ı
2
(
q¯kγµ∂µqk − ∂µq¯kγµqk
)
+
g
2
q¯kγµτ
aW aµqk
)
−
−1
4
(
W aµνW
a
µν
)
; W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ + g ǫabcW bµW cν .
where we use the standard notations. In accordance to the Bogoliubov approach [7, 8, 9]
in application to QFT [1] we look for a non-trivial solution of a compensation equation,
which is formulated on the basis of the Bogoliubov procedure add – subtract. Namely
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let us write down the initial expression (2) in the following form
L = L0 + Lint ;
L0 ==
3∑
k=1
( ı
2
(
ψ¯kγµ∂µψk − ∂µψ¯kγµψk
)
− mkψ¯kψk + ı
2
(
q¯kγµ∂µqk − ∂µq¯kγµqk
)
−
−Mkq¯kqk
)
− 1
4
W aµνW
a
µν +
G
3!
· ǫabcW aµν W bνρW cρµ ; (3)
Lint =
g
2
3∑
k=1
(
ψ¯kγµτ
aW aµψk + q¯kγµτ
aW aµqk
)
− G
3!
· ǫabcW aµν W bνρW cρµ . (4)
Here isotopic summation is performed inside of each quark bi-linear combination, and
notation − G
3!
· ǫabcW aµν W bνρW cρµ means corresponding non-local vertex in the momentum
space
(2π)4G ǫabc (gµν(qρpk − pρqk) + gνρ(kµpq − qµpk) + gρµ(pνqk − kνpq) +
+ qµkνpρ − kµpνqρ)F (p, q, k) δ(p+ q + k) + ...; (5)
where F (p, q, k) is a form-factor and p, µ, a; q, ν, b; k, ρ, c are respectfully incoming mo-
menta, Lorentz indices and weak isotopic indices of W -bosons. We mean also that there
are present four-boson, five-boson and six-boson vertices according to expression for W aµν
(2).
Effective interaction (1) is usually called anomalous three-boson interaction and
it is considered for long time on phenomenological grounds [10]. Note, that the first at-
tempt to obtain the anomalous three-boson interaction in the framework of Bogoliubov
approach was done in work [11]. Our interaction constant G is connected with conven-
tional definitions in the following way
G = − g λ
M2W
. (6)
The current limitations for parameter λ read [12]
λ = − 0.016+0.021
−0.023 ; − 0.059 < λ < 0.026 (95%C.L.) . (7)
Due to our approximation sin2 θW ≪ 1 we use the same MW for both charged W± and
neutral W 0 bosons and assume no difference in anomalous interaction for Z and γ, i.e.
λZ = λγ = λ.
Let us consider expression (3) as the new free Lagrangian L0, whereas expression (4)
as the new interaction Lagrangian Lint. It is important to note, that we put into the new
free Lagrangian the full quadratic in W term including boson self-interaction, because
we prefer to maintain gauge invariance of the approximation being used. Indeed, we shall
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use both quartic term from the last term in (3) and triple one from the last but one term
of (3). Then compensation conditions (see for details [1]) will consist in demand of full
connected three-gluon vertices of the structure (5), following from Lagrangian L0, to be
zero. This demand gives a non-linear equation for form-factor F .
Such equations according to terminology of works [7, 8, 9] are called compensation
equations. In a study of these equations it is always evident the existence of a pertur-
bative trivial solution (in our case G = 0), but, in general, a non-perturbative non-trivial
solution may also exist. Just the quest of a non-trivial solution inspires the main inter-
est in such problems. One can not succeed in finding an exact non-trivial solution in
a realistic theory, therefore the goal of a study is a quest of an adequate approach, the
first non-perturbative approximation of which describes the main features of the problem.
Improvement of a precision of results is to be achieved by corrections to the initial first
approximation.
Thus our task is to formulate the first approximation. Here the experience acquired
in the course of performing works [1, 2, 3, 4] could be helpful. Now in view of obtaining
the first approximation we would make the following assumptions.
1) In compensation equation we restrict ourselves by terms with loop numbers 0, 1.
2) We reduce thus obtained non-linear compensation equation to a linear integral equation.
It means that in loop terms only one vertex contains the form-factor, being defined above,
while other vertices are considered to be point-like. In diagram form equation for form-
factor F is presented in Fig. 1. Here four-leg vertex correspond to interaction of four
gluons due to our effective three-field interaction. In our approximation we take here
point-like vertex with interaction constant proportional to g G.
3) We integrate by angular variables of the 4-dimensional Euclidean space. The necessary
rules are presented in paper [2].
At first let us present the expression for four-boson vertex
V (p,m, λ; q, n, σ; k, r, τ ; l, s, π)
(2 π)4
= gG
(
ǫamnǫars
(
U(k, l; σ, τ, π, λ)− U(k, l;λ, τ, π, σ)−
−U(l, k; σ, π, τ, λ) + U(l, k;λ, π, τ, σ) + U(p, q; π, λ, σ, τ)− U(p, q; τ, λ, σ, π)−
−U(q, p; π, σ, λ, τ) + U(q, p; τ, σ, λ, π)
)
− ǫarn ǫams
(
U(p, l; σ, λ, π, τ)−
−U(l, p; σ, π, λ, τ)− U(p, l; τ, λ, π, σ) + U(l, p; τ, π, λ, σ) + U(k, q; π, τ, σ, λ)−
−U(q, k; π, σ, τ, λ)− U(k, q;λ, τ, σ, π) + U(q, k;λ, σ, τ, π)
)
+ (8)
+ǫasn ǫamr
(
U(k, p; σ, λ, τ, π)− U(p, k; σ, τ, λ, π) + U(p, k; π, τ, λ, σ)−
−U(k, p; π, λ, τ, σ)− U(l, q;λ, π, σ, τ) + U(l, q; τ, π, σ, λ)− U(q, l; τ, σ, π, λ) +
+U(q, l;λ, σ, π, τ)
))
;
U(k, l; σ, τ, π, λ) = kσ lτ gpiλ − kσ lλ gpiτ + kpi lλ gστ − (kl)gστgpiλ .
Here triad p, m, λ etcmeans correspondingly incoming momentum, isotopic index, Lorentz
4
index of a boson.
Let us formulate compensation equations in this approximation. For free Lagrangian
L0 full connected three-gluon vertices with Lorentz structure (5) are to vanish. One can
succeed in obtaining analytic solutions for the following set of momentum variables (see
Fig. 1): left-hand legs have momenta p and −p, and a right-hand leg has zero momenta.
However in our approximation we need form-factor F also for non-zero values of this
momentum. We look for a solution with the following simple dependence on all three
variables
F (p1, p2, p3) = F (
p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3
2
) ; (9)
Really, expression (9) is symmetric and it turns to F (x) for p3 = 0, p
2
1 = p
2
2 = x. We
consider the representation (9) to be the first approximation and we plan to take into
account the corresponding correction in forthcoming studies.
Now according to the rules being stated above we obtain the following equation for
form-factor F (x)
F (x) = − G
2N
64 π2
(∫ Y
0
F (y) ydy − 1
12 x2
∫ x
0
F (y) y3dy +
1
6 x
∫ x
0
F (y) y2dy +
+
x
6
∫ Y
x
F (y) dy − x
2
12
∫ Y
x
F (y)
y
dy
)
+
GgN
16 π2
∫ Y
0
F (y) dy + (10)
+
GgN
24 π2
(∫ x
3x/4
(3x− 4y)2(2y − 3x)
x2(x− 2y) F (y) dy +
∫ Y
x
(5x− 6y)
(x− 2y) F (y) dy
)
+
+
GgN
32π2
(∫ x
3x/4
3(4y − 3x)2(x2 − 4xy + 2y2)
8x2(2y − x)2 F (y) dy +
∫ Y
x
3(x2 − 2y2)
8(2y − x)2 F (y) dy +
+
∫ x
0
5y2 − 12xy
16x2
F (y) dy +
∫ Y
x
3x2 − 4xy − 6y2
16y2
F (y) dy
)
.
Here x = p2 and y = q2, where q is an integration momentum, N = 2. The last four
terms in brackets represent diagrams with one usual gauge vertex (see three last diagrams
at Fig. 1). We introduce here an effective cut-off Y , which bounds a ”low-momentum”
region where our non-perturbative effects act and consider the equation at interval [0, Y ]
under condition
F (Y ) = 0 . (11)
We shall solve equation (10) by iterations. That is we expand its terms being proportional
to g in powers of x and take at first only constant term. Thus we have
F0(x) = − G
2N
64 π2
(∫ Y
0
F0(y) ydy − 1
12 x2
∫ x
0
F0(y) y
3dy +
1
6 x
∫ x
0
F0(y) y
2dy +
+
x
6
∫ Y
x
F0(y) dy − x
2
12
∫ Y
x
F0(y)
y
dy
)
+
87GgN
512 π2
∫ Y
0
F0(y) dy . (12)
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Expression (12) provides an equation of the type which were studied in papers [1, 2, 3, 4],
where the way of obtaining solutions of equations analogous to (12) are described. Indeed,
by successive differentiation of Eq.(12) we come to Meijer differential equation [13]
(
x
d
dx
+ 2
)(
x
d
dx
+ 1
)(
x
d
dx
− 1
)(
x
d
dx
− 2
)
F (x) +
G2N x2
64 π2
F (x) = (13)
= 4
(
− G
2N
64 π2
∫ Y
0
F0(y) ydy+
87GgN
512 π2
∫ Y
0
F0(y) dy
)
;
which solution looks like
F0(z) = C1G
10
04
(
z |1/2, 1, −1/2, −1
)
+ C2G
10
04
(
z |1, 1/2, −1/2, −1
)
− (14)
− GN
128 π2
G3115
(
z |01, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−1
) ∫ Y
0
(
Gy − 87 g
8
)
F0(y) dy ;
G3115
(
z |01, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−1
)
=
1
2 z
−G3004
(
z |1, 1/2, −1, −1/2
)
; z =
G2N x2
1024 π2
;
where
Gnmqp
(
z |a1,...,aqb1,...,bp
)
;
is a Meijer function [13]. In case q = 0 we write only indices bi in one line. Constants
C1, C2 are defined by the following boundary conditions
[
2 z2
d3 F0(z)
dz3
+ 9 z
d2 F0(z)
dz2
+
d F0(z)
dz
]
z= z0
= 0 ;
[
2 z2
d2 F0(z)
dz2
+ 5 z
d F0(z)
dz
+ F0(z)
]
z= z0
= 0 ; z0 =
G2N Y 2
1024 π2
. (15)
Conditions (11, 15) defines set of parameters
z0 = ∞ ; C1 = 0 ; C2 = 0 . (16)
The normalization condition for form-factor F (0) = 1 here is the following
− G
2N
64 π2
∫
∞
0
F0(y) ydy+
87GgN
512 π2
∫
∞
0
F0(y) dy = 1 . (17)
However the first integral in (17) diverges due to asymptotics
G3115
(
z |01, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−1
)
→ 1
2 z
, z → ∞ ;
and we have no consistent solution. In view of this we consider the next approximation.
We substitute solution (14) with account of (17) into terms of Eq. (10) being proportional
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to gauge constant g and calculate terms proportional to
√
z. Now we have bearing in
mind the normalization condition
F (z) = 1 +
85 g
√
N
√
z
96 π
(
ln z + 4 γ + 4 ln 2 +
1
2
G3115
(
z0 |00,0,1/2,−1,−1/2
)
−
− 3160
357
)
+
2
3 z
∫ z
0
F (t) t dt+
4
3
√
z
∫ z
0
F (t)
√
t dt− 4
√
z
3
∫ z0
z
F (t)
dt√
t
+
+
2 z
3
∫ z0
z
F (t)
dt
t
; (18)
where γ is the Euler constant. We look for solution of (18) in the form
F (z) =
1
2
G3115
(
z |01, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−1
)
− 85 g
√
N
128 π
G3115
(
z |1/2
1, 1/2, 1/2,−1/2,−1
)
+
+C1G
10
04
(
z |1/2, 1, −1/2, −1
)
+ C2G
10
04
(
z |1, 1/2, −1/2, −1
)
. (19)
We have also conditions
1 + 8
∫ z0
0
F (z) dz =
87 g
√
N
32 π
∫ z0
0
F0(z)
dz√
z
; (20)
F (z0) = 0 ; (21)
and boundary conditions analogous to (15). The last condition (21) means smooth tran-
sition from the non-trivial solution to trivial one G = 0. Knowing form (19) of a solution
we calculate both sides of relation (18) in two different points in interval 0 < z < z0
and having four equations for four parameters solve the set. With N = 2 we obtain the
following solution, which we use to describe the electro-weak case
g(z0) = 0.60366 ; z0 = 9.61750 ; C1 = − 0.035096 ; C2 = − 0.051104 . (22)
We would draw attention to the fixed value of parameter z0. The solution exists only for
this value (22) and it plays the role of eigenvalue. As a matter of fact from the beginning
the existence of such eigenvalue is by no means evident.
Note that there is also solution with a smaller value of z0 = 0.0095531 and rather large
g(z0) = 3.1867, which with N = 3 presumably corresponds to strong interaction. This
solution is similar to that considered in work [4] and it will be studied elsewhere.
We have one-loop expression for αs(p
2)
αew(x) =
6 π αew(x0)
6 π + 5αew(x0) ln(x/x0)
; x = p2 ; (23)
We normalize the running coupling by condition
αew(x0) =
g(Y )2
4 π
= 0.0290; (24)
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where coupling constant g entering in expression (20) is just corresponding to this nor-
malization point. Note that value (24) is not far from physical value αew(MW ) = 0.0337.
To compare these values properly one needs a relation connecting G and MW . For exam-
ple with |g λ| = 0.025, αew(MW ) = 0.0312. The experimantal value 0.0337 is reached
for |g λ| = 0.000003. For both cases values of λ are consistent with limitations (7). Bear-
ing in mind that accuracy of the present approximation is estimted to be ≃ 10% we can
state that agreement is valid for all possible values of λ. In what follows we shall use
experimental value αew(MW ) = 0.0337.
3 Four-fermion interaction of heavy quarks
Let us remind that the adequate description of low-momenta region in QCD can be
achieved by an introduction of the effective Nambu – Jona-Lasinio interaction [14, 15]
(see recent review [16]). In the framework of the compensation approach the spontaneouis
generation of NJL-type interaction was demonstrated in works [2, 3]. In these works pions
are described as bound states of light quarks, which are formed due to the effective NJL
interaction with account of QCD corrections.
In the present work we explore the analogous considerations and assume that scalar
fields which substitute elementary Higgs fields are formed by bound states of heavy quarks
t, b. This possibility was proposed in works [17, 18, 19] and was considered in a number
of publications (see, e.g. [20]). It comes clear, that estimates of mass of the t-quark
in this model gives result which exceeds significantly its measured value. In the present
work we obtain the four-fermion interaction in the framework of Bogoliubov compensation
approach, while in the previous works on the model the interaction was postulated. In
our approach parameters of the problem are obtained as an unique solution of a set of
equations quite analogously [2, 3]. In particular we shall see that the t-quark mass is quite
consistent with the current data.
We have started with Lagrangian (2) in which both gauge bosons W and spinor par-
ticles (leptons and quarks) are massless. As the first stage we consider approximation in
which only the most heavy particles aquire masses, namely W -s and the t-quark while all
other ones remain massless. In view of this we introduce left doublet ΨL = (1+γ5)/2·(t, b)
and right singlet TR = (1− γ5)/2 · t. Then we study a possibility of spontaneous genera-
tion [1, 2, 3, 5] of the following effective non-local four-fermion interaction
Lff = G1 Ψ¯
α
L TR α T¯
β
R ΨLβ + G2 Ψ¯
α
L TR β T¯
β
R ΨLα +
G3
2
Ψ¯αL γµΨL α Ψ¯
β
L γµΨLβ +
G4
2
T¯ αR γµ TR α T¯
β
R γµ TRβ . (25)
where α, β are colour indices. We shall formulate and solve compensation equations for
form-factors of the first two interaction, while consideration of the two last ones is post-
poned for the next approximations. Here we follow the procedure used in works [3, 5],
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which deal with four-fermion Nambu–Jona-Lasinio interaction. However coupling con-
stants G3, G4 essentially influence the forthcoming results.
Following our method (see details in [3, 5]) we come to the following compensation
equations for form-factors F1(x) and F2(x), x = p
2, corresponding respectively to the first
two terms in (25). In diagram form the equation is shown at Fig.2.
Φ(x) =
Λ2(N2cG
2
1 + 2NcG1G2 +G
2
2)
8π2(NcG1 +G2)
(
1− NcG1 +G2
8π2
∫ Y¯
0
Φ(y)dy
)
+
(
Λ2 +
x
2
log
x
Λ2
− 3x
4
)
G21 +G
2
2 + 2NcG1G2 + 2G¯(Nc + 1)(G1 +G2)
32π2(NcG1 +G2)
−
G21 +G
2
2 + 2NcG1G2 + 2G¯(Nc + 1)(G1 +G2)
29π4
K × Φ ; (26)
F2(x) =
Λ2G2
8π2
(
1− G2
8π2
∫ Y¯
0
F2(y)dy
)
+
(
Λ2 +
x
2
log
x
Λ2
− 3x
4
)
G21 +G
2
2 + 2G¯(G1 +G2(Nc + 1))
32π2G2
−
G21 +G
2
2 + 2G¯(G1 +G2(Nc + 1)
29π4
K × F2 ; Φ(Y¯ ) = F2(Y¯ ) = 0 ;
Φ(x) =
NcG1F1 +G2F2
NcG1 +G2
; G¯ =
G3 +G4
2
; x = p2 ; y = q2 .
Here Nc = 3 and a kernel term in equations is the following
K × F = (Λ2 − x log Λ2)
∫ Y¯
0
F (y)dy − log Λ2
∫ Y¯
0
F (y)ydy +
1
6x
∫ x
0
F (y)y2dy + log x
∫ x
0
F (y)ydy + x(log x− 3
2
)
∫ x
0
F (y)dy +
∫ Y¯
x
y(log y − 3
2
)F (y)dy + x
∫ Y¯
x
log yF (y)dy+
x2
6
∫ Y¯
x
F (y)
y
dy . (27)
and Λ is auxiliary cut-off, which disappears from all expressions with all conditions for
solutions be fulfilled.
Introducing substitution G1 = ρ G¯, G2 = ωG¯ and comparing the two equations (26) we
get convinced, that both equations become being the same under the following condition
ρ = 0 . (28)
and we are rested with one equation
F2(z) =
√
ω2 + 8ω
ω
√
z (log z − 3)− 16
[
1
6
√
z
∫ z
0
F2(t)
√
t dt+
9
log z
2
∫ z
0
F2(t) dt +
√
z (log z − 3)
2
∫ z
0
F2(t)√
t
dt + (29)
1
2
∫ z¯0
z
(log z − 3)F2(t) dt +
√
z
2
∫ z¯0
z
log z
F2(t)√
t
dt +
z
6
∫ z¯0
z
F2(t)
t
dt
]
;
z =
(ω2 + 8ω)G¯2x2
214 π4
; t =
(ω2 + 8ω)G¯2y2
214 π4
. z¯0 =
(ω2 + 8ω)G¯2Y¯ 2
214 π4
Here we omit all terms containing auxiliary cut-off Λ due to their cancellation.
Performing consecutive differentiations of Eq.(29) we obtain the following differential
equation for F2(
z
d
dz
+
1
2
)(
z
d
dz
)(
z
d
dz
)(
z
d
dz
− 1
2
)(
z
d
dz
− 1
2
)(
z
d
dz
−1
)
F2(z)+ z F2(z) = 0 ; (30)
Equation (30) is equivalent to integral equation (29) provided the following boundary
conditions being fulfilled
∫ z¯0
0
F2(t)√
t
dt =
√
ω2 + 8ω
8ω
; F2(z¯0) = 0 ;
∫ z¯0
0
F2(t)
√
t dt = 0 ;
∫ z¯0
0
F2(t) dt = 0 . (31)
Note that just boundary conditions (31) lead to cancellation of all terms containing Λ.
Differential equation (30) is a Meijer equation [13] and the solution of the problem (30,
31) is the following (see also[13] for definition and properties of Meijer functions)
F2(z) =
1
2
√
π
G4006
(
z|0, 1
2
,
1
2
, 1,−1
2
, 0
)
; z¯0 = ∞. (32)
Here we also take into account condition F2(0) = 1 that gives
ω =
8
3
. (33)
We would draw attention to the fact, that unique solution (32) exists only for infinite
upper limit in integrals.
4 Doublet bound state Ψ¯L TR
Let us study a possibility of spin-zero doublet bound state Ψ¯L TR = φ, which can be
referred to a Higgs scalar. With account of interaction (25) using results of the previous
10
section we have the following Bethe–Salpeter equation, in which we take into account the
t-quark mass (see Fig. 3)
Ψ(x) =
G¯2
16π2
∫
Ψ(y) dy +
G22
27π4
K∗ ×Ψ ; (34)
where the modified integral operator K∗ is defined in the same way as operator (27) with
Y¯ = ∞ and lower limit of integration 0 being changed for m2, where m is of order of
magnitude of the t-quark mass in definition of the kernel (see [3]).
Then we have again differential equation(
z
d
dz
− a1
)(
z
d
dz
− a2
)(
z
d
dz
)(
z
d
dz
− 1
2
)(
z
d
dz
− 1
2
)(
z
d
dz
− 1
)
Ψ(z)− (35)
− zΨ(z) = 0 ; a1 = − 1 +
√
1 + 64µ
4
; a2 = − 1−
√
1 + 64µ
4
; µ =
G22m
4
212 π4
.
where the main difference is the other sign of the last term, while variable z is just the
same as in (30) with account of relation (33). Boundary conditions now are the following
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(t)√
t
dt = 0;
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(t)
√
t dt = 0;
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(t) dt = 0; Ψ(µ) = 1. (36)
Solution of the problem is presented in the following form
Ψ(z) = C1G
50
06(z|a1, a2,
1
2
,
1
2
, 1, 0) + C2G
30
06(z|0,
1
2
, 1, a1, a2,
1
2
) +
C3G
30
06(z|
1
2
,
1
2
, 1, a1, a2, 0) + C4G
50
06(z|a1, a2, 0,
1
2
, 1,
1
2
) ; (37)
where Ci for given µ are uniquely defined by conditions (36).
We define interaction of the doublet φ with heavy quarks
Lφ = gφ(φ
∗Ψ¯L TR + φ T¯RΨL) ; (38)
where gφ is the coupling constant of the new interaction to be defined by normalization
condition of the solution of equation (34). Then we take into account the contribution of
interaction of quarks with gluons and the exchange of φ as well (see Fig. AA). Using stan-
dard perturbative method we obtain for the mass of the bound state under consideration
the following expression in the same way as in [3].
m2φ = −
m2t I5√
π µ I2
; I2 =
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(z)2 dz
z
; (39)
I5 =
∫
∞
µ
(16 π αs(z)− g2φ) Ψ(z) dz
16 π z
∫ z
µ
Ψ(t) dt√
t
.
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Here αs(z) is the strong coupling with standard evolution, normalized at the t-quark mass,
and we put m = mt. Provided term with brackets inside I5 being positive, bound state
φ is a tachyon. Let us recall the well-known relation for t-quark mass, which is defined
by non-zero vacuum average of (φ∗2 + φ2)/
√
2. It reads
mt =
gφ η√
2
; (40)
where η = 246.2GeV is the value of the electro-weak scalar condensate. However in our
approach there are additional contribution to this mass, e.g. due to diagram shown at Fig.
7. That means that for experimental value of the t-quark we take the modified definition
mt =
gφ η√
2
+ ∆M =
gφ η
f
√
2
. (41)
According to these diagrams we have the following expression for ∆M
∆M = − 4mt
∫
∞
µ
F2(z) dz√
z
∫
∞
µ
αs(z)F2(z) dz
2 π z
− 4
∫
∞
µ
mt(z)F2(z) dz√
z
; (42)
mt(z) = mt
(
1 +
7αs(µ)
8π
ln
z
µ
)− 4
7
.
Here the first term corresponds to gluon exchange between external legs and the second
term corresponds to gluon exchanges inside the loop calculated with account of standard
RG mass evolution. Contributions of gluon exchanges from external legs to internal lines
cancel. Now parameter f defined in (41) is the following
f = 1 + 4
∫
∞
µ
F2(z) dz√
z
∫
∞
µ
αs(z)F2(z) dz
2 π z
+ 4
∫
∞
µ
mt(z)F2(z) dz
mt
√
z
. (43)
Due to relation (15) factor f in (41, 43) is slightly larger than 2. For strong coupling
αs(z) we use the standard one-loop expression
αs(z) = αs(µ)
(
1 +
7αs(µ)
8π
ln
z
µ
)−1
. αs(µ) = 0.108 ; (44)
where for strong coupling at the t-quark mass we take its value obtained by evolution
expression (44) from its value at MZ : αs(MZ) = 0.1184± 0.0007.
Let us consider the possibility when relation (39) leads to a tachyon state. For Higgs
mechanism to be realized we need also four-fold interaction
 Lφ4 = λ (φ
∗φ)2 . (45)
Coupling constant in (45) is defined in terms of the following loop integral
λ =
3 g4φ
16 π2
I4 ; I4 =
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(z)4 dz
z
. (46)
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From well-known relations η2 = −m2φ/λ and the Higgs mass squared M2H = − 2m2φ we
have
η2 =
16πm2t I5
3 g4φ
√
µ I2 I4
; M2H =
2m2t I5
π
√
µ I2
. (47)
From (41) and (47) we have useful relation
2 =
16π I5
3 g2φ f
2
√
µ I2 I4
. (48)
We obtain gφ from a normalization condition, which is defined by diagrams of Fig. 5
3g2φ
32π2
(
I2 +
αs(µ)
4π
(
I222 + 2 I6
))
= 1; (49)
I22 =
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(t) dt
t
; I6 =
∫
∞
µ
Ψ(z) dz
z
√
z
∫ z
µ
Ψ(t) dt√
t
.
Here we use strong coupling at the t-quark mass (44) and perform necessary calculations.
In doing this we proceed in the following way: for six parameters µ, gφ, η, mt, MH , f we
have five relations (41, 47, 48, 50) and the well-known expression
MW =
gw η
2
; (50)
where gw is weak interaction constant g at W mass. We obtain it by usual RG evolution
expression (23) from value g at Y (22). Let us remind that we consider MW as an input.
Thus for the moment we have two input parameters, which are safely known from the
experiment
MW = 80.4GeV ; η = 246.2GeV . (51)
The last value corresponds to value of electro-weak coupling gw(MW ) = 0.653.
Now we present thus obtained parameters
µ = 4.0675 10−12 ; f = 2.034 ; gφ = 2.074 ; (52)
mt = 177.0GeV ; MH = 1803GeV .
The most important result here is the t-quark mass, which is close to experimental value
Mt = 173.3 ± 1.1GeV [21]. Really, the main difficulty of composite Higgs models [17,
18, 19, 20] consists in too large mt. Indeed the definition of gφ in such models leads to
gφ ≃ 3 and thus mt ≃ 500GeV . In the present work we have all parameters, including
inportant parameter f , being defined by selfconsistent set of equations and the unique
solution gives results (52), which for mt is quite satisfactory. The large value for MH
seems to contradict to upper limit for this mass, which follows from considerations of
Landau pole in the λφ4 theory. Emphasize, that this limit corresponds to the local theory
13
and in our case of composite scalar fields is not relevant. Such large mass of H means, of
course, very large width of H
ΓH = 3784GeV ; BR(H →W+W−) = 51.4% ; (53)
BR(H → Z Z) = 25.6% ; BR(H → t¯ t),= 23.0% .
Thus our approach predicts, that unfortunately quest for Higgs particle at LHC will give
negative result. Maybe one could succeed in registration of slight increasing of cross-
sections p + p → W+ +W− + X , p + p → Z + Z + X , p + p → t¯ + t + X in region of
invariant masses of two heavy particles 1 TeV < M12 < 3 TeV .
For calculations of this section CompHEP package [22] was used.
5 Conclusion
To conclude we would emphasize, that albeit we discuss quite unusual effects, we do not
deal with something beyond the Standard Model. We are just in the framework of the
Standard Model. What makes difference with usual results is non-perturbative non-
trivial solution of compensation equation. There is of course also trivial perturbative
solution. Which of the solutions is realized is to be defined by stability conditions. The
problem of stability is extremely complicated and needs a special extensive study.
With the present results we would draw attention to two important achievements pro-
vided by the non-trivial non-perturbative solution. The first one is unique determination
of gauge electro-weak coupling constant g(MW ) in close agreement with experimental
value. The second result consists in calculation of the t - quark mass. At this point
we would emphasize, that the existence of a non-trivial solution itself always leads to
additional conditions for parameters of a problem under study. These two achievements
strengthen the confidence in the correctness of applicability of Bogoliubov compensation
approach to the principal problems of elementary particles theory. We consider a check
of predictions for Higgs boson mass (52) and for its properties (53) as a decisive test of
validity of the compensation approach.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Diagram representation of the compensation equation. Black spot corresponds to
anomalous three-boson vertex with a form-factor. Empty circles correspond to point-like
anomalous three-boson and four-boson vertices. Simple point corresponds to usual gauge
vertex. Incoming momenta are denoted by the corresponding external lines.
Fig. 2. Diagram representation of the compensation equation for the four-fermion in-
teraction (26). Lines describe quarks. Simple point corresponds to the point-like vertex
and black circle corresponds to a vertex with a form-factor.
Fig. 3. Diagram representation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for a bound state of
heavy quarks. Double line represent the bound state and dotted line describes a gluon.
Black circle corresponds to BS wave function. Other notations are the same as at Fig.2.
Fig. 4. Diagram representation of additional contribution to the t-quark mass. Dot-
ted lines represent gluons. Other notations the same as at Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. Diagrams for normalization condition for H Ψ¯L tR-vertex. Notations are the
same as at Figs. 2 - 4.
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